HARDOX wear plate meets strict demands on wear resistance. The unique combination of consistence and high
hardness, high strength and excellent toughness makes the material well suited for the use in manufacturing such
tools.

Block Handling Forks
Corazza offers a complete range of equipment
“A solution to all needs”. This is the synthesis
of Corazza, a company that from over 40 years projects, produces
and sells special attachments for Earth Moving sector, for Quarrying,
for Mining and all the applications where a product with efficient
wear solutions, wisely manufactured in Hardox, is needed.
A leading Company, worldwide known for his competence, quality,
technical skills, flexibility on the design and deep know how,
developed together with innovative managing strategies.

and attachments for Earth Moving Machines
working in marble and granite quarries: for
clearing the quarry front, for marble block and
rock handling, clearing tine and rake, quick
coupling system and adapter kit for fixed cou-
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pling loaders. Manufactured with an in depth
knowledge and utilisation of various types of
special wear steel, HARDOX® 450/500 and
WELDOX® 700 structural steel, these buckets
are characterized by their high wear resistance
and strength.

Block Handling Forks
and Block Handling Buckets
IRAN

BLOCK HANDLING FORKS

Block Handling Buckets

ROCK BUCKET
Used for handling and removing blocks of marble or
granite from the quarry wall, patented, manufactured in
special HARDOX® wear steel. The main characteristics of
this product are the two lamellar forks which provide
unparalleled performance features: double lift capacity
comparing to similar sized forged products available;
very high flexibility and breakage resistance; from 2
to 3 times more wear resistant compared to forged steel
products; replaceable fork arms in the event of excessive wear, meaning considerable cost savings; 2 year
anti-breakage guarantee for fork arms.
The frame structure can be supplied with direct coupling
or set up for quick coupling system developed for the
wheel loader.

Heavy duty loading bucket for rock or quarry application
with wheel loaders, it has a penetrating profile for use
with hard and abrasive materials and it is entirely manufactured from special HARDOX® 450/500 wear
resistant steel. Following the kinematics specifications of
the original bucket as outlined by the manufacturer any
of the parts can be modified to suit specific customer
requirements. It can be supplied with rock teeth and
interdental segments or with a reversible bolt on blade.
The bucket can be fitted with a straight, delta or semidelta blade and replaceable parts in HARDOX® 500
where subjected to wear for eg: side protectors or heels.

RIPPER BUCKET
Mainly used for detaching quarry face blocks in granite
quarries, it is characterized by the use of larger teeth
manufactured in HARDOX® 450 steel instead of the
traditional interchangeable rock teeth, which guarantee
against breakage during the ripping of the quarry face.
It comes with an increased sized blade and a block
positioning tooth on the back.

A product which has made the Corazza name
known to quarries around the world. Imitated
and copied by many it is the end result of years
of research into design, materials and production procedures. These buckets are entirely
manufactured in high stress and wear resistant
steel HARDOX® 450/500 with special welding
techniques and heating treatment processes.
Corazza’s QUARRYING BUCKETS are suitable for any type of quarry. Featuring very high

HYDRAULIC QUICK COUPLER

wear resistance and strength they are extreme-

CLEARING RAKE

MARBLE BUCKET

ly versatile due to their reduced weight which
After the cutting and preparation of the quarry wall,
Corazza provides a wheel loader accessory called
CLEARING RAKE for block tipping. Manufactured with
an in depth knowledge and utilization of various types of
special wear steel, HARDOX® 450 and WELDOX® 700
structural steel, this accessory can be attached via quick
coupler and allows the ripping of the entire pre-cut
quarry front in complete safety.

For an higher efficient running of the quarry Corazza
manufactures its own hydraulic quick coupler and
supplies a bucket modification kit to facilitate the switch
of equipment such as: block handling forks, loading buckets, rippers and clearing rakes. The parts subjected to
wear are manufactured in special HARDOX® 450 and
WELDOX® 700 wear resistant steel. The coupler is
available in different configurations depending on the
power of the wheel loader used. The way it is manufactured does not in any way hinder or impede the movement
mechanisms of the loader it is attached to. A third
hydraulic piping is needed in order to allow the coupling
working.

APUANA BUCKET

CLEARING TINE
Loading bucket for wheel loaders. With delta blade and
lateral teeth, entirely manufactured from special
HARDOX® 450 wear resistant steel. Its particular shape
allows for block handling and normal bucket operation
for loose materials and smaller rocks. Can be supplied to
be used with direct linkage or set up for quick coupling.

Bucket used mainly in low abrasion marble quarries
for detaching the quarry face, it features a thickened
HARDOX® 400 blade from which the teeth are obtained,
in place of the traditional interchangeable rock teeth. This
guarantees against stress and bend breakage during the
working of the quarry face.

enhances the fully potential of machinery.

QUARRY BUCKET
The CLEARING TINE is a wheel loader accessory which
provides for block detachment after preparation and
cutting of the quarry wall. Manufactured from special
wear steel, HARDOX® 450, this accessory, which can be
attached via quick coupler, allows the ripping of the
entire pre-cut quarry front using the full power of the loader focused to a specific point.

MONOBLOCK RIPPER TINE
A special shaped bucket suited for the detachment of the
pre-cut quarry wall and handling of the quarry blocks as
well as loose materials. Entirely manufactured in wear
resistant steel HARDOX® 450 with a double bottom and
special reinforced sides, it is the ideal solution for working in quarries with a medium to high level of abrasion.
It comes with reinforced blade and teeth and a block
positioning tooth on the back.

Used in place of the Block Handling Bucket, for quarries
with particularly hard materials, for the ripping and detachment of large marble blocks. Manufactured entirely
from HARDOX® 450 and WELDOX® 700 wear resistant
steel of thicker dimensions it can be supplied in the
single block version or with interchangeable HEAVY
DUTY tooth.

